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About This Content

Kholat Aftermath is a comic book continuation of a video game based on the motives of real events known as Dyatlov Pass
Incident and created by IMGN.PRO in 2015.

Kholat: Aftermath presents four seemingly unrelated stories:
- a secret interrogation referring to a hidden note from the game

- a letter from Vitaliy Grazeniuk (main character of the game) to his fiancée
- an appeal for help from a person being a prisoner of a something called "section 22"

- and the beginning of an investigation conducted by two Moscow militiamen

How the fates of the heroes will go?
Could all the events be a product of the sick imagination of Grazeniuk? Is he murderer or a victim?

Or maybe someone is trying to hide the facts that experiments in section 22 got out of control?

And who is the mysterious Anton?
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The game is exactly what is promises to be - a mix between a Shoot 'Em Up and an Action RPG.

This game is for you if you like SHMUPs and Diablo-like loot systems.
This game probably isn't for you if you dislike grinding and\/or fighting a lot of the same enemy types.

The soundtrack is top notch, the art style is appealing.
The movement might take a little time getting used to - some might say it's a bit sluggish or slow. I think it works fine - it's a
matter of taste really. Your weapons lack a little punch (visually), but that doesn't change my recommendation.

Play the demo if you're unsure. I personally like it a lot - 15-20\u20ac is totally worth it.. nice puzzle game but fixed key
mapping, hard for those who only WASD like me.... Garbage. Finished it just to say I did.. Brilliant! Superior in almost every
way to MotoGP™13. And the ways that it's not as good are so minor they aren't worth mentioning. I should know, I've played
MotoGP™13 for 121 hours so far.;). This skin is very fun ot use!!!. Play domino in VR was a quie creative idea, I've tried
serveral domino game ,this one's real gravity and BGM makes me stay longer.

If this game could add a destory mode would be better. I enjoy the moment when you destory everything including toys after a
long-time build up .
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I found a couple bugs were I glitch out of the game, and also you can beat this game by just doing one level over and over again.
but overall this is a fantastic play and I had tons of fun going through it. I can't wait for the future updates. Here is the link to my
playthrough of it if anyone is interested https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qu-fBPj0FCs. This is one of the only VR games
that I regret buying. There are many more challenging and enjoyable shooting games to invest your time in instead. A few of the
levels are enjoyable and fairly well done, but nothing unique. It would be nice to have a shotgun for the clay style rounds,
instead of just a single pistol for everything.

There is no menu apart from a grid of levels, and all of those levels are available to play right from the start. The result is that I
had no sense of progression through (or particular incentive to play) the game at all. There is an arcade mode where you can
play each game once and then get a total score at the end, but I lost interest after doing it once.. still holds up. I got the Viper and
the Aston Martin but not the Abarth. What a great game, definitely enjoyed the concept and the scenary. Can't wait for chapter
2. Don't worry about what the haaterssss say..Great game. A lot of potential.. I'd like to preface this review by stating that I
LOVE the Nancy Drew games. I've been playing them for over ten years now. I'm not a fan of Nancy herself by any means
(you'd think they could have found a better voice actress but ok) but I love having to scope out weird locations, make sure to get
the right info out of the right people at the right time, collect evidence, and of course solve puzzles. I haven't played them all but
I think I've completed about 15 of them so far.

Kapu Cave, specifically, is a huge letdown. All the characters are dull. The little minigames are just time-wasters (Fishing and
necklace-making? Really? Couldn't have at least made another puzzle to do?) The story and ending are predictable, there is
virtually nothing of the local lore involved unless you pay with the in-game currency, I beat it in 5 hours, and the four puzzles in
the game are tedious and one of them is even completely random and not a puzzle to figure out at all. Disappointing.
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